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Characteristics of Public 
and Private Foundations



501(c)(3)

Private Foundations 

501(c)(3)

Community 
Foundations & 

Public Charities

501(c)(4)

Social Welfare
Organizations

Examples

Tax 

Treatment

Tax-exempt

Tax-deductible 
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Tax-exempt

Tax-deductible
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Foundation Advocacy Stoplight

partisan

political

Lobbying

Other 
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prohibited
for all c3s

prohibited
for all c3s

lobbying subject 
to limits

lobbying subject 
to tax

unlimited
special rules for 
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Community Foundations Private Foundations



What is Lobbying?







What is lobbying under 501(h)?
(definitions for private foundations and public charities / community 

foundations making the 501(h) election)

DIRECT
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Legislator

Expresses a view 
about specific 

legislation
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Communication
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about specific 
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Call to action



Specific Legislation

DIRECT

Communication

Legislator

Expresses a view 

about specific 

legislation

GRASSROOTS

Communication

General public

Expresses a view 

about specific 

legislation

Call to action

SUPPORTING NOMINATION OF 
NEERA TANDEN AS OMB DIRECTOR



NOT SPECIFIC LEGISLATION



SPECIFIC LEGISLATION

The August recess isn’t meant for playtime!

Ask Congress to include crucial civil rights priorities

in the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.



NOT Specific Legislation

•Regulations

•Executive orders

•Enforcement of 
existing laws

•Litigation









Calls to Action

DIRECT

Communication

Legislator

Expresses a view 

about specific 

legislation

GRASSROOTS

Communication

General public

Expresses a view 

about specific 

legislation

Call to action

ASKING TO CONTACT
legislators

PROVIDING ADDRESS,
telephone number, and/or other 
contact information of legislators

PROVIDING MECHANISM
to enable communication 

with legislators

IDENTIFYING
legislators



Lobbying Exceptions

• Nonpartisan analysis, 
study, or research

• Request for technical 
assistance

• Self-defense

• Examinations and 
discussions of broad 
social, economic, and 
similar problems

RULE

EXCEPTION



Jointly-funded Projects

• Special exception for private foundations

• It is not lobbying when a private foundation:

oMakes a grant to an organization conditioned 
on the receipt of matching support from a 
governmental body; or

oDiscusses with government officials a jointly 
funded program or potential program (so long 
as discussion does not include an attempt to 
persuade officials on other legislative issues).



Engaging in Advocacy



Community foundations may 

lobby, but they must count 
their lobbying activities 

against their own 
organizational lobbying limits.



Private foundations should not 

lobby, but they can engage 
in other types of advocacy 

and take advantage of 
lobbying exceptions.
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Private & Public Foundations May….
• Influence adoption of agency regulations
• Convene nonprofits & decision-makers to discuss broad 

topics
• Educate legislators about a broad range of issues, without 

expressing a view on specific legislation

• Meet with legislators to discuss the scope of foundation work
• Take a stand on an executive order

• Train grantees on advocacy rules & how to lobby
• Influence school boards or policies of other, non-legislative, 

special purpose bodies

• Sign on to an amicus brief or fund litigation to challenge a 
law





BUILD Advocacy Capacity











The Houston Endowment has provided a grant to transfer the Spirit of 

The Confederacy in Sam Houston Park downtown to be displayed at 

the Houston Museum of African American Culture in the Museum 

District.





















Funding Advocacy
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Make Lobbying Grants

public or community 
foundations can fund 

lobbying directly

General Support Grants

funding grantees that 
advocate

through general support

Specific Project Grants

funding non-lobbying 
portions of advocacy 

projects



“A grant… is earmarked if the 

grant is given pursuant to an 
agreement, oral or written, 

that the grant will be used for 
specific purposes.”



A public charity or a 

community foundation may 
earmark a grant for lobbying, 

but it must count the grant 
against its own lobbying limit.



Private foundations should not  

earmark grants for lobbying, 
but private foundations may 

fund grantees that lobby.

Specific 
Project 

Grants

General 
Support 

Grants

$$$

If a grant is not 

earmarked for lobbying or 
any other specific project, 

the foundation is not 
responsible for grantee 

lobbying.

If a foundation grant is less 

than or equal to a 
project’s non-lobbying 

component, the grant is 
not a lobbying 
expenditure.



Project Budget

Lobbying = 

$40,000
Non-Lobbying = 

$60,000

$50,000 grant 

from 
Foundation 1

$50,000 grant 

from 
Foundation 2

$50,000 < $60,000 

No taxable/lobbying 
expenditure

$50,000 < $60,000 

No taxable/lobbying 
expenditure

SPECIFIC PROJECT Grant Safe Harbor



• Restricting public charity grantees 
from lobbying is not necessary.

• Grant terms that say a grant is “not 
earmarked for lobbying” are not the 
same as terms that say lobbying is 
prohibited.

• Lobbying restrictions are only 
necessary when private foundations 

make grants to non-501(c)(3) 
organizations.



Public foundation

501(c)(3)
public 
charity

501(c)(4)
social welfare
organization

Can earmark grant 
for lobbying (counts 
against foundation’s 
lobbying limit)

Presumption funds will be 
spent on lobbying
(unless specified)



Private foundation

501(c)(3)

public 

charity

501(c)(4)

social welfare

organization

“Expenditure 
responsibility” grant

=
No grant funds can be 

spent on lobbying

No lobbying 
restrictions 

needed
No earmarking 
grant for lobbying





Take aways….

FUNDERS GRANTEES

Educate about and 

encourage grantees to make 
the 501(h) election

Consider making the 501(h) 

election

Review your grant 

agreements

Talk with your board about 

advocacy

Talk with your trustees about 

importance of advocacy

Join coalitions—you don’t 

have to do this by yourself

Participate in funder 

collaboratives

Don’t be afraid to talk with 

funders about advocacy
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